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YMnO3 has an antiferromagnetic transition at 76 K with a ferroelectric transition at much higher tempera-
ture, making it a rare example of systems having both ferroelectric and magnetic transitions and thus a
so-called multiferroic compound. Through high-resolution neutron diffraction studies, we have demonstrated
here that at the antiferromagnetic transition of YMnO3 there is a strong coupling between the spin and lattice
degrees of freedom splitting two Mn–Os3d and Mn–Os4d bond distances on a basal plane. This coupling then
induces an unmistakable change in the electric dipole moments, i.e., a coupling between the magnetic and
electric dipole moments. We discuss how this rare phenomenon can occur within a Ginzburg-Landau theory.
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Recent discoveries that both ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic transitions can occur and
coexist in several so-called multiferroic compounds have
huge technological implications as well as immense scien-
tific interest.1 The key and ultimate goal of the studies on
such materials is how to control one degree of freedom
through the other. In order to achieve its potential applica-
tions envisaged so far, we ought to understand how they are
coupled to one another at a microscopic level. Although
there has been some experimental evidence supporting the
existence of such a coupling, it still remains a largely open
question how the proposed coupling between the two de-
grees of freedom is actually realized in a specific system.

Rare-earth manganitesRMnO3 crystallize in two possible
symmetries: orthorhombic and hexagonal phases. The ortho-
rhombic phase with space groupPbnm is found for R=La,
Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, and Dy, i.e., rare-earth elements
with large ionic radiis,2 and these perovskites are well known
to display colossal magnetoresistance properties upon
doping.3 On the other hand, the hexagonal phase with space
groupP63cm is found forR=Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Y, and Sc,
which possess relatively small ionic radiis.4 All hexagonal
manganites are believed to exhibit both ferroelectric and an-
tiferromagnetic transitions and so belong to the rare class of
multiferroic systems.

YMnO3 is one of the most intensively studied hexagonal
manganites. Recent structural studies together with theoreti-
cal calculations revealed that electric polarization at high
temperature is originated from the buckling of MnO5 poly-
hedra accompanied by the displacements of Y ions.5 Upon
cooling below 80 K, Mn moments begin to order antiferro-
magnetically with moments aligned on theab plane with a
120° structure. Previous neutron diffraction studies focusing
on the lowQ region, i.e., with a highd spacing, found that
the magnetic structure of Mn moments is eitherG1 or G3 and
the ordered moment at 10 K is found to be 2.9mB, much
smaller than the ionic value of 4mB.6,7 This reduction in the
ordered moment is believed to be due to combined effects of
the geometrically frustrated triangular Mn network and

strong two dimensionality of the magnetic order. The spin
wave of the ordered moments is consistent with theoretical
calculations based on a two-dimensionals2Dd Heisenberg
model Hamiltonian according to recent inelastic neutron
scattering experiments.8,9

As regards the question of a possible coupling between
the ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic degrees of freedom,
an early experimental indication is an anomaly found in the
dielectric constant and loss tangent curve atTN.10 However,
the most compelling evidence supporting such a coupling
can be found in the spatial map of both ferroelectric and
antiferromagnetic domains investigated by using optical sec-
ond harmonic generation,11 which uncovered that there is a
strong coupling between the structure of the two domains of
different nature. Although such findings themselves are very
important in pointing out a possible coupling between the
two degrees of freedom, it is fair, however, to say that it still
remains largely unanswered how such a coupling occurs at a
microscopic level.

Here we report our recent high-resolution neutron powder
diffraction studies which reveal that at the antiferromagnetic
transition temperature there are distinct changes in all seven
atomic positions. Although these changes do not lower the
crystal symmetry ofP63cm within the resolution of our ex-
periments, they nevertheless split the otherwise almost
equivalent two Mn-Os3d and Mn-Os4d distances on the basal
plane. Based on the assumption of nominal charge valences,
we could demonstrate that this structure change in fact in-
duces further coupling between the antiferromagnetic and
ferroelectric degrees of freedom.

For our experiment, we used YMnO3 of 99.9% purity
from Superconductive Components, Inc. Our high-resolution
neutron powder diffraction experiment was carried out from
300 to 10 K using a time-of-flight diffractometer, SIRIUS, at
the neutron scattering facilitysKEKSd of the High Energy
Accelerator Research OrganizationsKEKd. The data were
taken for approximately 2 h for each measurement. The reso-
lution of our data isDl / l <9310−4. Rietveld refinement was
performed using theRIETAN-2001T program.12
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Figure 1sad shows the schematic picture of the crystal
structure of hexagonal YMnO3. In the hexagonal structure,
Mn atoms are located at the center of the MnO5 bipyramids
whose vertices are occupied by oxygen atoms. One Os3d and
two Os4d atoms are on the equatorial plane of the MnO5
polyhedra while Os1d and Os2d are located at apical posi-
tions. The bipyramids are linked by the corner-sharing equa-
torial oxygens. The arrows show the displacement of each
ion when the temperature decreases belowTN. The tilting of
the MnO5 is illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 1sbd, and
the movement of the in-plane Mn atom is illustrated in Fig.
1scd. According to our analysis discussed below, Ys1d, Ys2d,
Os3d, and Os4d atoms change their positions along the posi-
tive direction of thec axis with decreasing temperature while
apical oxygens Os1d and Os2d move in the same direction on
the ac plane below theTN point.

Typical data taken at 10 K are shown in Fig. 2. Given that
there are only weak magnetic peaks in the considerably low
d range of our neutron diffraction measurements, we did not
include the magnetic structure in the Rietveld refinement.
For the experimental temperature range, we did not observe
any peak splitting or additional peak in the neutron diffrac-
tion patterns. This indicates that the structure remains in the
space groupsP63cmd over the whole temperature range. Us-
ing RIETAN-2001T, we analyzed the data with reasonable
agreement factors: for example, agreement factors of final

refinement wereRwp=6.29% andRp=4.89% for the data
shown in Fig. 2. Summary of the refinement results are given
in Table I for 10 and 300 K data.

The temperature dependence of lattice parameters ob-
tained from the Rietveld refinement is shown in Fig. 3. Thea
axis sopen circlesd gradually expands with increasing tem-
perature whereas thec axis sfilled circlesd shows negative
thermal expansion. This negative thermal expansion behav-
ior is reported to persist up to 1000 K.13 It is believed that the
unusual temperature dependence of thec axis is caused by
the tilting of MnO5 polyhedra accompanied by the buckling
of the Y planes. However, the unit cell volume displays the
usual positive temperature dependence so decreases upon
cooling. It is noticeable that at the antiferromagetic transition
temperature both thea- and c-axis lattice constants show
clear anomalies. Among the nine position parameters for the

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Schematic representation of the crys-
tal structure of hexagonal YMnO3. The arrows indicate the dis-
placement of each ion within the unit cell when the temperature
drops belowTN. Please note that the temperature dependence of the
lattice constants is not taken into account here.sbd The tilting of the
MnO5 bipyramid is shown: solidsfilled symbolsd and dashedsopen
symbolsd lines represent bipyramid above and belowTN, respec-
tively. scd A sketch of thez=0 layer of YMnO3, showing Mn–O
bonds: Mn, Os3d, and Os4d are shown as filled squares, circles, and
triangles, respectively. The filled and open squares are for the Mn
positions above and belowTN, respectively.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Neutron-diffraction datassymbolsd taken
at 10 K for YMnO3. The solid line represents the results of Ri-
etiveld refinement with the hexagonalsP63cmd symmetry. The line
at bottom shows the difference curve. The bars indicate the posi-
tions of nuclear Bragg peaks. Two peaks marked by arrows are the
AF Bragg peaks.

TABLE I. Atomic parameters of YMnO3 determined from high-
resolution neutron powder diffraction patterns. The crystal symme-
try is hexagonalP63cm with the following atomic positions: Ys1d
and Os3d at 2a s0,0,zd; Ys2d and Os4d at 4b s1/3,2/3,zd; Mn at 6c
sx, 0, 0d; Os1d and Os2d at 6c sx,0 ,zd.

10 K 300 K

Ys1dz 0.2773s7d 0.2727s8d
Ys2dz 0.2318s6d 0.2320s7d
Mn x 0.3423s13d 0.3330s17d
Os1dx 0.3007s4d 0.3076s4d
Os1dz 0.1606s7d 0.1625s7d
Os2dx 0.6399s4d 0.6414s4d
Os2dz 0.3339s6d 0.3360s7d
Os3dz 0.4804s8d 0.4754s9d
Os4dz 0.0193s7d 0.0163s8d
Rwp 6.29% 4.19%

Rp 4.89% 3.42%
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seven atoms listed in Table I, only thex and z positions of
Os1d and Os2d exhibit a sharp decrease, while all five others
increase markedly belowTN: for comparison, the tempera-
ture dependence seen in the atomic positions of atoms, ex-
cept for Ys2dz, is almost negligible from 300 K toTN. fYs2dz
drops from 0.2320 at 300 K to 0.2297 at 80 K, just above
TN.g These drastic changes seen atTN in the atomic positions
are well represented in the temperature dependence in four
Mn–O bond distances as shown in Fig. 3scd. As one can see,
there is very weak temperature dependence from 300 K to
just aboveTN in the four Mn-O distances. However, they all
show drastic changes belowTN, although stronger variations
are seen for Mn–Os3d and Mn–Os4d bonds. While the Mn–
Os4d bond distance decreases belowTN, the Mn–Os3d bond
distance increases sharply at the same point. This, then, in-
dicates that, although there is no structural transformation
within the resolution of our experiments, spin-lattice cou-
pling is strong enough to produce the different temperature
dependences of the Mn–O bond distances on the basal plane:
e.g., the Mn–Os3d bond expands upon cooling belowTN,
while the Mn–Os4d bond shrinks. It is also to be noted that
the Mn–O bond distancefMn–Os3d and Mn–Os4dg on the
basal plane is substantially larger than that for Mn-Os1d and
Mn-Os2d. It reflects that the topmost occupied Mnd orbital is
the x2−y2 orbital while the xy orbital forms a symmetric
charge distribution together with thexz andyz orbitals. The
unoccupied 3z2−r2 orbital is 1.7 eV above the degeneratexy
and x2−y2 orbitals.14 We also note that the bond angle for
Os1d–Mn–Os2d is about 180° at room temperature and drops
by about 4.5° belowTN while the in-plane bond angle Os3d–
Mn–Os4d decreases by about 1.4° from 120°.

Since we have all the information about the atomic posi-
tions from 300 to 10 K with very high accuracy, we can
study how electric charge distribution, i.e., electric dipole
moments, evolves as a function of temperature. For want of
the actual value of valence for each atom, we assigned nomi-
nal charge values for Ys3+d, Mn s3+d, and Os2−d for our
calculations. Although we acknowledge that this assumption
of nominal charge assignment may be oversimplified, never-
theless we believe that our calculation captures the essential
temperature variations of the charge distribution inside the
unit cell. The use of more realistic charge values would alter
our results only quantitatively. After ensuring that we satis-
fied the charge neutrality inside the unit cell, then we calcu-
lated the dipole moments based on the aforementioned
model. According to our calculations, thex and y compo-
nents of electric dipole moment are zero, independent of
temperature. It is because the symmetrysP63cmd of YMnO3

cancels out thex and y components of the electric dipole
moment. The only nonvanishing component is thez-axis
component. In our calculations,15 the dipole moment point-
ing along the positivec-axis direction decreases only slightly
from about 41mC/cm2 at 300 with cooling down to 100 K,
and shows a significant increase belowTN, indicative of a
strong coupling between the electric and magnetic dipole
moments. Considering the fact that we have started with a
very simple ionic model for the calculations, the electric di-
pole moment we obtained at 300 K compares well with the
reported bulk value of 5.5mC/cm2 at room temperature.16 In
order to show this temperature dependence in a more sen-
sible way independent of the origin we chose in the calcula-
tions, we repeated the same calculations with respect to the
value at 300 K using the following equation:

DPW sTd = o
i

qi„r i
W sTd − r i

W s300 Kd…, s1d

whereqi, r i
W sTd, andr i

W s300 Kd are the nominal charge values
of each atom and the atomic positions at a given temperature
sTd and 300 K in the unit cell, and the sum runs over all
atoms inside the unit cell. We present our calculated electric
dipole momentDPz sfilled circlesd in Fig. 4 after normalizing
them with respect to the value obtained at 10 K. What is
surprising in this temperature dependence of the calculated
electric dipole moment is that they follow the almost same
temperature dependence as the magnetic momentsopen dia-
mondsd taken from our previous neutron diffraction studies.7

We note that this temperature dependence ofDPz is always
found regardless of how we choose the unit cell in our cal-
culations. A further interesting point is that when we plot the
difference between the Mn–Os3d and Mn–Os4d bond dis-
tances they also follow more or less the same temperature
dependence as the magnetic moment. The striking observa-
tions stress unambiguously that the electric dipole moment is
coupled to the magnetic moment through the lattice, i.e., the
direct evidence of the coupling between the two order pa-
rameters.

Our observation of simultaneous condensation of three
order parameters, spinsSd, latticesLd displacement, and elec-
tric dipole sDd moment, raises an intriguing question about

FIG. 3. Temperature variation ofsad unit cell volume,sbd thea-
andc-axis lattice constants, andscd four Mn–O bond distances. The
error bars insad and sbd are smaller than the symbol size.
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the nature of interplay among them. For instance, a
Ginzburg-LandausGLd theory for the coupling betweenS
and L will have a term −aS2L2. Lower-order coupling is
forbidden because of the time-reversal symmetry. On the
other hand, a linear coupling betweenL and D is allowed,
,−LD, in GL theory. As a consequence,L andD condense

at the same temperature,TL, which is lower thanTS for the
spin. For a strong spin-lattice interaction strengtha, how-
ever, the two transition temperatures merge, consistent with
the observation. The coupling ofS to D, and ofD to L, leads
to a similar conclusion. On the other hand, we find that the
two-dimensional nature of bothS and L, in contrast toD,
which develops in thez direction, and the fact that displace-
ment of Mn site is likely to lead naturally to displacement of
other atoms such as Y, make it plausible that the first sce-
nario sS to L, L to Dd is realized in YMnO3. In a different
scenario where bothL and D couple toS but not to each
other, three separate transition temperatures arise, which is
difficult to reconcile with the data without a great deal of
parameter tuning.

To summarize, we studied the structure of the hexagonal
YMnO3 through high resolution neutron diffraction experi-
ments. According to the studies, all structural parameters
abruptly change atTN, which is strong and direct evidence of
a spin-lattice coupling. Through this spin-lattice coupling,
the electric dipole moment is coupled to the magnetic mo-
ment.
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